
Why is posture important? 

Our posture and positioning provides us with a foundational base of support to engage in a variety of 

activities, including writing and reading. When standing in the ocean, a wider stance or base of support gives 

stability against the large, crashing waves. We have a better base of support when walking on two feet vs. 

hopping on one foot to our desk from the door. 

Do you think how we sit at our desks changes our base of 

support to give us more stability when doing classroom 

tasks?? 

 

Here’s the rule: 90-90-90 

When sitting at a desk (or table) our feet should be planted flat on the floor so that our ankles are at a 90 degree 

angle and our knees are out a 90 degree angle. If your feet are floating in air – how are you stabile? To achieve 

this… 

 Try lowering the chair 

 Place a pile of books, wooden block or old phone books under your feet bringing the floor up to your 

feet 

We should be sitting up straight so our hips are at a 90 degree angle (our torso and legs making the letter L). To 

achieve this… 

 Make sure your feet are touching the ground 

 Sit closer to the edge of your seat 

 Sit on a wedge to slighting elevate your backside 

Another Note: Our desk or writing surface should be at elbow level so 

that we can achieve full range of motion in our arms and our forearms 

rest on the table so our fine motor movements can come from our hands. 

To achieve this… 

 Lower the desk to be at elbow height when seated 

 Sit on a book (or three) or sit on a wooden box to raise your body 

up so the desk is at elbow height 

 

Take a look at your child’s workspace. Can YOU make any of the above adjustments? See if you can improve 

their posture and base of support for improved writing and reading achievements! 


